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Carol,
Earlier today I attempted but could not get the browser to enter a comment at
http://www.regulations.g~ov/#!submitComment;D=NRC-2015-0112-0001;p=1
I tried again this evening with similar results but now I receive an error message. Is there any other way the below
comment can be added to this document?
BuildingReports feels uniquely positioned to comment on "System Availability". BuildingReports has been providing
Mobile-to-Web Fire & Life Safety Inspection Technology to the Fire Protection Industry since 2000. The
BuildingReports ScanSeries inspection service is a device-specific inspection tool utilizing barcodes to create, track
and report on each and every individual fire and life safety protection device being inspected, tested or serviced.
BuildingReports has amassed a combined database of over 150 Million inspected devices in over 400,000
commercial and industrial facilities via a 700 plus network of fire protection service companies.
In 2014 BuildingReports released an industry-first Benchmark Report detailing initial findings from review of this
enormous amount of data (as per attached "2014 BRC Industry Benchmark Report.pdf"). We have further
segregated this data to provide information on Aspirating Detectors and found data on 67,504 devices located in all
major occupancy types. Of these devices 1313 were reported as failed indicating a Failure Rate of 1.95%. In
comparison the data on 31 Million spot-type Smoke Detectors indicates they have a Failure Rate of 1.48%.
The BuildingReports ScanSeries database increases at a rate of approximately 2 Million individual device
inspections per month. At your request BuildingReports would welcome the opportunity to provide updated
information from our upcoming 2015 Benchmark Report.

Kind regards,
Dwight Wills
BuildingReports.com
phone: 770-495-1993 ext.304
email: dwill s(a).buildinm-eoort s.com
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Letter from the President

Friends & Colleagues,
Welcome to the 201t4 BuildingReports Fire& Life Safety Inspection Benchmark Report.
As the most trusted name in compliance reporting, BuildingReports is pleased to present you with this
inaugural look at how the Fire and Life Safety industry is performing. Each year we will publish an updated,
detailed benchmark report, and throughout the year we will augment the report with additional data on
trends and factors impacting the industry.
Through the industry's largest network of inspection professionals and a decade of safety inspection
experience, we have accumulated the largest, most comprehensive database of device inspections which
enables us to serve as an advocate for the continuous improvement of the Fire and Life Safety industry.
Service companies, building owners and safety officials rely on BuildingReports as the trusted resource for
accurate, verifiable and comprehensive safety compliance reporting. We take our commitment to protecting
their data security and privacy just as strongly as we do our obligation to providing the insight necessary
to enable us all to reduce risk and improve safety controls. Rest assured that all data has been responsibly
compiled and reported for public consumption.
I hope that you will find the report enlightening and informative, and please don't hesitate to share any
feedback or suggestions you have for how we can continue to improve this annual report.
Warm Regards,

Jason Kronz
President & Chief Technology Officer
BuildingReports
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About BuildingReports

BuildingReports leverages innovative technology and on-demand reporting tools to
dramatically improve the building safety inspection process, leading to lower inspection
cost and significantly reduced compliance risk Service companies rely on BuildingReports'
easy-to-use mobile scanning tools, online report database and management tools to
inspect and maintain fire and life safety devices properly,

With BuildingReports' 24/7 access to secure online inspection reports, building owners
and safety officials can verify that inspections were conducted properly and that fire and

life safety equipment is working as expected Building owners can also determine if any
actions are required to comply with security standards and thereby reduce risk,

~600+

Inspection Partners

330,000+
Buildings Inspected

Inspection Reports

120+ Million
Devices Inspected
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Executive Summary

Compiled from the largest database of fire and life safety equipment data in the world,

this report examines fire and life safety inspections
and reasons

-

--

including device failure rates

for commercial facilities across 10 distinct industries. These devices

fall into five separate categories, including Fire Detection, Fire Suppression, Sprinkler
Systems, Safety Systems and Security Systems. The data represented on the following
pages has been collected by Building~eports' extensive Member network of more than
600 inspection companies, as well as the Building Owner and Facility Management
community who execute their own inspections internally.

With nearly two million inspections in the database representing more than
120 million inspected devices, the inaugural report examines:
•What does the data from various industries tell us about differences in facility types and the
application of codes and standards?
•What is the benchmark for each industry in terms of the time•, number of devices inspected
and the rate at which different device types fail?
•Is the industry correct in hypothesizing that addressable panels and devices are more reliable
than non-addressable?
•Which devices fail, why and what can we learn from the data?

With this first edition, we also uncovered many questions Some of tfiese questions
will become the subject of deeper analysis in upcoming quarterly addendums,
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Industry Performance by Device Type

Naturally, one would assume that the larger the facility
type, the greater the number of devices installed. As such,

Suppression - Suppression devices as a category had the

it is natural to expect that larger facilities such as Hotels,

(0.62%) followed by Detention (0.95%) lead the field with device

Hospitals, Manufacturing facilities and the like wilt tend to

failure rates well below the 2 36% mean, hut it's worth noting

have a larger number of device failures simply because they

that they each also had the lowest number of total devices

have more devices overall. While it's important to note the

inspected in the sample. At the other end of the spectrum,

disparity in facility size and numher of devices, this report will

Education (4.08%) and Residential (4.04%) yielded the tiighest

focus on the average failure rates to provide an adequate and

device failure rates.

lowest average device failure rate with only 2.36%. Mercantile

fair comparison of the following facility types:

Safety

-

Overall, the mean for average device failure iates for

* Assembly
•Business

* Industrial
* Mercantile

safety devices ranked highest at 7.82%, more than 2 percentage

* Detention

• Mixed

highest in the average number of device failures with a 5 57%

* Educational

* Residential

average) Residential)]] 27%) and Assembly (10.69%) ranked

points higher than the next category (Sprinkler ranked second

•Storage

* Heatthcare

highest in safety device inspection failures, which are also the
highest failure rates of any device type inany category. More
in-depth analysis on safety device failure reasons can be found

Other factors that may impact these results include the
types of devices used, how various industries are regulated

starting on page 11 in the section titled 'Which Devices Fail

differently (most notably Healthcare), aiid the inherent

and Why>'

differences in inspections between facility types, such as

Sprinkler - Residential once again leads the pack with an 8.05%

Storage and Detention

device failure rate, followed by Business with 6,64%. Healthcare
exhibited the lowest device failure rate by far with only 2 74%

Device Failure Rate Overview

versus the average of 5.57% failure rate for the category. The
next closest facility type was Storage with 4.79%, (which also

Fire - Healthcare (1.44%) and Mixed Use (1.97%) facilities

represented ttie lowest total number of inspections for the

lead with the lowest device failure rates by industry, while

category), with the majority of other facility types falling close

Mercantile (4 21%) and Industrial (3,53%) facilities experienced

to the average failure rate.

the highest device failure rates. It's worth noting that
Assembly (3./41%) placed fairly closely to Industrial to rank

Security

as third thighest.

(1.08%) facilities experienced very low failure rates given the

-

As expected, Mercantile (0.50%) and Detention

nature of those buildings and inherent security needs. Assembly
(560%) and Educational (4.93%) ranked highest in the category,
which is also not surprising.
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Industry Performanceby Device Type

Takeaways - Healthcare leads all
facility types with the lowest average

The highs and lows: Device failure by Facility Type

device failure rate, and actually
II! = Category Mean

leads in every inspection category
0Jo

1•

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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except Security. A likely theory is
that the mandates and regulatory
efforts regarding Fire and Life Safety

Healthcare

•:•1.44%

Mercantile
4,21%

2.8%

from the CMS and its accreditation
partners (The Joint Commission, DNV

FireScan®
Controi equipmnent, auxiliary functions, iniatiatng devices, monitoring equipment and notification appliances.

0Mercantile
Q

.62%

2.36%

and H FAP) are creating this effect.
Healthcare is followed by several

4.08%

industries in the 3%-4% range, including

Education

Detention (3.11I%), Education (3.18%I),
Mixed (3.73%) and Storage (3.81%.).

SuppressionScan®

Mercantile (5.55%), Assembly (4.61%)

Clean agent, gas detection and kitchen hood systems.

3.96%

7.82%

11.27•

and Residential (4.60%) experienced the
highest average device failure rates.
For more granular data by industry,

Saf etvScan®
Portable fi re extinguishers, i~ghting, personal protective and safety equipment in any facility.

R7eL

~2.7/4%'

" ""

SprinklerScan®

Srnnkler systems and water-based fire protection systems,

O0.5%

3.15%

5.60%

SecuritvScan®
Burglar and security systems, access control. ccTv and nurse call stations,
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see Appendix AL

Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device Failures by Category

0
Takeaways

Average Minutes/Inspection

•As referenced to previously,
Healthcare inspection times for the

350 O00

fire detection category were almost

300O00
250O00

double that of the next closest

1500oo0•

Heal thcare facilities averaged 181

facility type, Assembly. However,

1O000

fire detection devices per inspection.

5O00

* While Mercantile experienced a low
average failure rate for fire detection
systems, the same cannot be said
for fire devices where the facility type
edged above the 4% mark.

Average Percentage of Device Failures

aHealthcare

again fares the best in

terms of the lowest average device
failure rate, while Mercantile (with
an average of only six devices per

00'

inspection) managed to fare the worst.
*Storage facilities had the lowest
average number of devices per
inspection with only 32, thus

&

accounting for the very low
inspection times.
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Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device FailuresbV Category

0
Takeaways
£ Mercantile and Detention performed

Average Minutes/Inspection

the best with an average device
failure rate at or below 1%/.
*Residential and Educational facility
20 00

types accounted for the highest

1000

percentage of average fire detection
device failure rates.

O000
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-While

square footage is not a

data point tracked by inspection
compliance reporting, the average
number of devices per inspection is
a direct correlation with inspection

Average Percentage of Device Failure

time for Industrial, Business and
Assembly facilities due to the size

400>,

of these facility types.
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Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device Failures by Category

C
Takeaways

• In what is becoming a common

Average Minutes/Inspection

theme, Healthcare invested the most
time
by extension, monetary
-and

investment -- in inspections and
experienced the lowest average

!O0 003

device failure rate.

40O00
2000(

* Industrial performed similarly in

8'
s•

,

both categories, but we stop short
of drawing an inverse correlation
between the two statistics given that
Residential ranked third in inspection
time and first inaverage device
failure rates. While Residential is the
only non-commercial category, we

Average Percentage of Device Failures

cannot state conclusively that this
factor impacted the results.
* Residential, while investing
substantial amounts of time in
inspections, experienced very high
failure rates for Safety devices.
This may signify an opportunity for

4

process improvements that could
lead to greater inspection efficiency.
The same can also be said for Mixed
and Assembly facilities, but to a
lesser extent.
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Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device Failures by Category

S
Takeaway$
•Similar trends continue to emerge

Average Minutes/Inspection

by facility type with regard to
inspection time and average failure
rates. However, Industrial outranks

10000
80O00

Heatthcare inthe investment of time
and resources for Sprinkler inspections

4O000
2000

for the first time inthis report.

O0000

_>

)•,:#•
•Residential

actually outranked all
facility/types inthe amount of time

40

invested in Sprinkler inspections, as
well as the highest average device
failure rate. While more analysis is
necessary to determine key factors

Average Percentage of Device Failures
1000%

8i00

~does

and identify areas for improvement
in preventative maintenance, there
appear to be opportunity for
Residential facility management.
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Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device Failures by Category

C
Takeaways
•Detention facilities by nature have
far more security devices on average,

Average Minutes/Inspection
300 00

resulting in the comparative trends

250O00

visible at left.

2000O0
150O00

* Reviewing the Security data also

10O000•

raises several questions, particularly
the disparity between average failure
rates and length of inspection time
for Assembly, Educational and Mixed
facility tyPes. Future anal ysis is
needed to determine what could be
causing these trends.

Average Percentage of Device Failures

*Healthcare and Residential
performed similarly in both
categories, as did Mixed and
Educational interms of their
outcomes.
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Inspection Times vs. Average %of Device Failures by Category

Healthcare facilities (254• minutes) on average took twice as long as the industry average
(120 minutes) to inspect (see chart 1 below). This is most likely due to a convergence of
factors, including the fact they are occupied and in operation 24/7 the number of devices
per facility (see chart 2 below), and the inherent nature of the facility being more difficult
to inspect (Intensive Care Units, Operating Rooms, etc.). The converse being facility
types such as Storage and Mercantile, which have very different hours of operation and
accessibility may enable more streamlined inspections

ft's a matter of time:

On average:

Inspection time per facility

Average number of devices and inspection time
per device

/\verage minutes per inspection
4 of Devices

kAvg.

3..*3*

3*

120

Avg. Inspection

Assembly

per inspection
63

Time per Device
2 28

Business

48

2.04•

Detention

7/4

1 96

Educational

67

1 91

Healthcare

125

204•

Industrial

47

1.98

Mercantile

32

2,10

Mixed

54

2.04

67

1.71

33

1.81

*Residential
Storage

Addressable vs. Non-Addressable (Conventional) Systems

Addressable control panels have become the norm except in smaller facilities where
non-addressable, also known as conventional, capabilities are suffirient. This is
exemplified below where we see that roughly two-thirds of the panels inspected
were addressable. Generally, non-addressable systems are favored in smaller facilities
due to their comparatively inexpensive acquisition costs While addressable systems
have many invaluable benefits, ttie perception within thie industry is that they tend to
be higher quality.

Takeaways
* While only 13.39%1 of the total
devices inspected in the sample,
17.68%I of the total device failures
were conventional.
• Taking a step further, the
following charts represent the

Until now, we did not know of any definitivje research that demonstrated any difference

percentage passed vs. failed by

in the quality. Based on the chart below, it is evident that more devices are connected to

each system type:

addressable panels since larger facilities

--

which need addressable systems-have
Addressable Total - Passed vs. Failed

more devices.

Addressable vs. Non-Addressable
Panels, Connected Devices & Connected Device Failures
Non-Addressable Total - Passed vs. Failed

iou oo',

,i

ThC

U dd

IUm[e fOIe
* Though the quantity of addressable
devices was higher, their failure

000

rate was still lower, which
underscores the superiority of
addressable systems.
•:of total dev ces
connected to panels

unspecred
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Which Devices Fail and WhV

In this section, we'll examine the reasons devices failed
by category based on the detailed data that was gathered

Before analyzing the data, it is important to note several key
points for consideration:

leveraging Building~eports ScanSeries solutions, See
Appendix B for a full listing of devices by category, and

•First and foremost, devices with under 100 failures were

below for general examples:

excluded from the device-level analysis. Within each data set,
there are dozens (and in some cases, hundreds) of various

•

FireScan•

-

control equipment, auxiliary functions, initiating

entries for specific reasons why a device may have failed.
To make the information consumable for the purposes of

devices, monitoring equipmenlt and notification appliances.

this report, each data point was assigned a category that

*0

SuppressionScan*

-

clean agent, gas detection and kitchen

effectively encompasses a variety of specific reasons.

hood systems.
"Damaged & Defective" is tfie predominant reason for
*

0 SafetyScan•

-

portable fire extinguishers, lighting, personal

protectbve and safety equipment in any facility

device failure in most categories, but some interesting data
comes to light regarding other reasons that have been
broken out categorically. In some cases, this data represents

*

•

SprinklerScan* - sprinkler systems and water based fire

opportunities for improvement within the industry.

protection systems.
'Other/Not Specified' in several categories represents the

*0

SecurityScan•

-

burglar and security systems, access

second highest reported reason for device failure. Most often

control, CCTV and nurse call stations

this was due to an inspector not noting the reason the device
failed, or there were outliers in small quantities not effectively
described by one of the more common categories

As BuildingReports' solutions provide comprehensive
reporting data, the ability exists to determine device failure
by install date While several interesting trends were identified
upon examination, the data has been withheld pending a
more thorough analysis. This will require cross-referencing
factors such as manufacturer recalls, changes in codes and
standards and new construction rates by year.
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Which Devices Fail and Why

Takeaways
•Inaccessible or Blocked: With more than 7%of devices
failed due to being inaccessible to inspectors or blocked,

Failure Reasons (%)

there is a significant risk in the event of a fire:
-

If a device is inaccessible it is not possible for inspectors

-

to properly test, which could lead to a device
failure in the event of an emergency.
A device being blocked may inhibit it to function properly,

Uinsu pervised

0,09%/

r

Outf of Service

4.38%

-Requires Adjustment
O,24%°/

or cause costly delays in an individual being able to
sound the alarm vwa a pull station in the event of a fire.
Out of Service: This cause of failure was manually
input for more than 4•%of devices. This category typically
includes devices that have been disconnected, pending
service/repair, or obsolete devices that have been
replaced with newer devices but left in place rather
than removed.
a

Location or Description Discrepancies: While a relatively
small percentage compared to other device failure
reasons, a 2.2% failure rate raises a red flag given the
gross number of devices included in the study. For

Description
oi Location
Discrepancies

example, in a large high rise where one of these devices
is triggered, emergency responders could be impeded
from quickly identifying the location of the fire and

2.2 1%

responding accordingly.
£

Which Devices Fail: Probably not a surprise to those in
the industry, Smoke Detectors and Batteries are the
devices that fail most frequently due to the nature and
number of the devices in use. This is followed by Heat
Detectors, Pull Stations and Duct Detectors to round
out the top five.
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Which Devices Fail and Why

0
Failure Reasons

Takeaways
•Expired: The only category to have a failure reason exceed

(o/)

Damaged or Defective was Expired. More than 50% of
suppression devices could not pass due to being beyond
the expiration date. Three of the four devices that made
up the vast majority of failures inthis category were

Out of Service

0.30O/% -

1

suppressant containment or discharge devices.
Inaccessible or Blocked: While not as prevalent as in the
FireScan results, Inaccessible or Blocked represented
a higher than anticipated percentage of failures for fire
suppression systems.
Out of Service: Unlike Fire, this failure reason is a relatively
low device failure rate. With Suppression systems, this
categorization typically indicates tanks, or piping for those
tanks, that were disconnected either unintentionally or
due to replacement. If a new system is in place then the
risk should still be mitigated if it is logged and inspected
properly.
aWhich

Devices Fail: Batteries again were the top devices

to fail, followed by Discharge Devices, Hoses, Agent Tanks
and Smoke Detectors. Discharge Devices and Hoses
together accounted for more than 50% of the expired total.

*-ie -:

-

a-

Which Devices Fail and Why

0
* Device Discharged: As it should be readily apparent if a
Fire Extinguisher had been discharged, one might expect

Failure R~easons (%)

a lower number than the 3.53% failure rate the report
indicates. While we are unable to quantify the numbers,

Battery/
Power Issue

Missing Devwce
or Parts
5.03%

r

1.68%

it is interesting to note that many facilities have reported

Inacr essi bie
or Blocked
2.41%

device "switching:' This refers to individuals taking Fire
Extinguishers from a facility and replacing them with used
or faulty devices. This practice may also account for a
percentage of failed devices categorized as "Missing'
* Inaccessible or Blocked: While 2.4% may seem relatively

low compared to other categories, the total number of
devices is still significant. Besides the safety risk involved,
there are also financial consequences to consider. In fact,
over 77%/ of the devices that failed for this reason inthe
study were Extinguishers, an OSHA violation that could
cost the facility $7,000 for each device (regulation 29 CFR
1910.157). To illustrate this example, had OSHA been the

Device
Disr
harged
3.53%

one to catch the violations, this would have resulted in
or Location
Discrepancies
0.27%

almost $170 million in fines.
* Which Devices Fail: More than 75% of the devices failing in

the safety category were Portable Fire Extinguishers. Fire
Takeaways
* Expired or Decommissioned: Safety devices, like

Hoses and Emergency Lights ranked tightly together in
second and third place respectively, followed by Exit Signs
and finally Cartridge Extinguishers. Also notable is that
less than 2% of the devices to fail in this category were
Industrial Safety devices, such as Breathing Apparatuses

Suppression, had high percentages of devices failing due
to being Expired or Decommissioned which includes the
Remove from Service or RFS designations.
* Missing Device or Part For most devices, this was fairly

equally weighted across most devices with the exception
of First Aid Kits. Almost 80% of First Aid Kits failed due to
missing a mandatory component.
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and Cylinders, that users definitely do not want to
malfunction at the wrong time.

Which Devices Fail and Why

S
Failure Reasons

Takeaways
. Damaged or Defective. Unlike other categories that had

(%/)

a wider variety of failure reasons, Damaged or Defective
applied to almost 90% of sprinkler devices. As expected,
this included common manually-logged reasons including

Other/Not Specified
6.06% .......

"rust;" "broken components;' "leaks" and the like.

Not Secured or
ProperlV Protectedc
0.33%!

Requires Adlostitert

0.27%

Inaccessible

--- Signoge Missing

or Blocked

4,50%

0.31%__

•Signage Missing: NFPA 13 signage requirements have
undoubtedly had an impact on sprinkler devices failing
inspection, significantly contributing to the 4.5% reported
failure rate. In fact, it nearly outranked "Other/Not
Specified" for second place in the category.

Device025%---I
Missingj

Failures for Other Common Reasons: There are a
number of failure reasons plotted that do not represent a

£Device

significant percentage. However, they have been included
in the interest of comparison versus other
device categories.
*Which Devices Fail: Similar to Fire Extinguishers in the
Safety category, Gauges far outrank the other device
types in number of failures. Control Valve, Check Valve,
Waterflow Switch and Tamper Switch respectively

Desicription
or Location
IDisc repancies

rounded out the top five devices by total reported failures.

0.71%
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Which Devices Fail and Why

C
Failure Reasons

inthe field that can't be quantified but have been cited
frequently enough to be noteworthy. In many cases we

(%/)
Requires Adjustment
---- 1.85%

know that facilities will continue to use decommissioned
security equipment, such as cameras, as a deterrent for

New Device/
Not Barcoded

criminal activity.

2.44%

New Device/Not Barcoded: More notable in this sample
than in other categories, this could signal an interesting
trend in future editions of this report. For Service
Companies that currently do not resell and install the
equipment, there may be an opportunity (or missed
opportunity for those that do) to provide these devices
and installation services.
*Requires Adjustment: This typically applied to Cameras,

Door Contacts and Visual Displays that were functioning,
but simply needed to be pointed inthe right direction or
needed minor corrections to operate properly,
Inace sil
or Blocked
4.30%

Which Devices Fail: Reader devices (access control
devices that require a certified card or other device for

Explre'd or
[)ecormmqss~oned
3.30%

an individual to access a room or building) led the way
with most devices failing due to "Damaged or Defective"

Takeaways

•Inaccessible or Blocked: Once again, the device data shows
a concerning trend with the devices falling into this category.
However, it's worth noting that Detention has by far the
highest average number of Security devices per facility at
279 (the next closest is Healthcare with 80 security devices
per facility).
•Expired or Decommissioned: While a relatively high
percentage at 3.3%, it's worth once again noting trends
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or "Other/Not Specified" categories. Cameras rated as
the second most failed device for the same reasons, but
also had noteworthy numbers of reported failures for
"Requires Adjustment" or "New Device/Not Barcoded7
Batteries ranked third (primarily "Damaged or Defective"),
followed by Button ("Blocked or Inaccessible") and Door
Contact ("Damaged or Defectve" followed by "Other/Not
Specified" and "Requires Adjustment").

Highlight Summery

Hearvy Regulation Results in Healthy Performance: New
healthcare construction and facility operations management

Fill in the Blank: Inspection reporting tools like those available
from fBuilding~eports can provide a wealth of valuable

are some of the most stringently regulated in the United States

information However,

The reasons are clear and warranted, and the data in this report

companies must ensure that employees are properly trained

shows that the industry has risen to the challenge. With an

to use those tools. This report demonstrates that far too many

overall reported average device failure rate of less than 2%, it

devices fail without any specific reason being logged. There are

is clear that the EMS accredited agencies' requirements arid

a number nf implications for all stakeholders in the industry, but

enforcement combined with the facilities' adherence to codes

it primarily underscores the neeu for thorough and complete

and standards have positioned the industry above the rest.

onspec tons

Addressing the Elephant in the Room: With quantifiable data

Hide 'n Seek: Location and Descriptiorn Discrepancies

now available to assess the rehiabtiity of Addressable and

arnother woncern and area for improvement as it elates to the

NonmAooressable systems, is the -0.7% less failure rate for

potential for costly mishaps in the event of an emergency. In

Addressable systems more, less or about what you expected?

addition, such inacr uracies also negate some of the ,value of

While there certainly appears to he a positive difference in the

the investmeiit made in Addressable systems Fmnergency

reliability of Addressable panels and devices, some expected to

responders could lose valuable time if directed to the wrong

see a more pronounced varnance in the failure rate between

zone or floor should an iiicident occur

it is incumbent

on inspection service

cire

the two.
Missing in Action: How much dues the iiidustry spend each

Reading the Signs

-

year replacing portable extinguishers and other devices that

NFPA 13: Although the requirements

for proper signage for sprinkler systems is not new, facilities

have been stolen or are reported missing? Accrirding to the

failed to have the proper signage almost 5%of the time. A quick

data, tfiese are primarily safety devices used in the initial

visual check by facilty management may be warranted to avoid

response to a fire whirfi could prove disastrous

future issues

at: the outset of am emergency. At thiis time we are unable to

if unavailable

estimate the financial irrpact acmurately, but if possible, it is
Stop Blocking and Start Tackling: The data is clear; the industry

a statistic we will consider including in future editions of this

must do a better job ensuring that critical fire and life safety

report.

devices aren't being blocked and that they are accessible for
inspection. In almost every category a disturbing number of
devices may be unavailable in the event of an emergency, or
could malfunction because they wore unavailable for inspecltion
and testing
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APPENDIX A

APPLUCATION/CATEGORY

BUILDINGTYPE

AVG MINUTES/INSPECTION
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APPENDIX B

FireScan Devices Include: Air Pressure Switch, Alarm Device,
Annunciator, Aspirating Detector, Batteries, Beam Detector;

Container, Stretcher, Tagout, Toggle Panel, Toggle Switch,
Transfer Switch, Vehicle, Wheeled Unit

Bell, Building Automation, Carbon Dioxide System, Chemical
System, Chime, Chime!/Strobe. Clean Agent System, CO

SecurityScan Devices Include: Access Sensor, Air Monitor,

Detector, Communication Line, Communicator, Control Panel,

Annunciator, Audible, Auxiliary Station, Badger, Barrier, Batteries,

Damper, Damper Control, Disconnect, Door Smoke Detector,

Bath Station, Bed Exit, Biometric, Biohazard, Breathing

Duct Detector Elevator Recall, End of [ine, Emergency Light,

Apparatus, Breathalyzer, Button, Camera, Central Station

Emergency Power Off, Exit Light, Expander Panel, Fan Punning,

Receiver; Client, Clothing, Code Blue, Communicator. Console,

Fan Shutdown, Fan Start, Fault Isolation Module, Fire Barrier,

Controller, Contrul Panel, Defibrillator, Detector, Door, Door

Fire Pump Auto, Fire, Pump Power, Fire Pump Running, Fire

Contact, Dome Light, Duty Station, OVR, Flectric ILuck, Electric

Pump Trouble, Flame Detector, Foam Systern, Gas Detector,

Strike, Emergency Call, Enclosure, Entrance, Exit, Fxit Device, Fall

Gas Shutdown, Generator Auto, Generator Running, Generator

Protection, First Aid, Footwear, Gate, Gas Mask, Gate Operators,

Trouble, Handset, Heat Detector, Horn, Horn/Strobe, Initiating

Intercom, Interface, IVPump, lKeypad, Keyswmtch, Magnetic Lock,

Device Kitchen Hood System, Lmghtiiig Control, Locking Device,

Mantrap. Media Monitor, Motion Sensor, Multiplexer, Nurse

[ow Fuel, Low Temperature, Low Water, Monitur Device,

Console, Parking, Patient Monitor, Power Supply, Pressure

Monitoring, No Entry Sign, Phurie Jack Phone Station Power

Mat, Printer, PTX Unit, Radio, Reader, Receiver, Router, Request

I.oss, Power Supply, Preaction Signal Preachuon System, Printei,

to Fxit, Restraint Device, Respirator, Shower Station, Seismic

Programmable Relay, Pull Station, Releasing Device, Roll Down

Sensor, Sensor, Staff Statiorn, Staff Assist Station, Starndalone

Door, Smoke Detector, Sound Shutdown, Sound Test, Speaker,

I ockset, Storage, Switct, Switcher, Telephone, Telephone Entry,

Speaker/Strobe, Special Control, Stairwell Exit, Supervisory

Transmitter, Turnstile, VCR, Video Console, Video Monitor,

Device, Supervisory Valve, Tamper Switcti Voice Evacuation,

Vehricle, Vehicle Sensor, Vest, Visual, Weapon, Window Contact

Water Mist System, Water Pressure Switch, Water Flow Switch
SprinklerScan Devices Include: Alarm Valve, Air Compressor;
SafetyScan Devices Include: Access Hatch, Batteries, Breathing

A r Maintenance 0evice, Antifreeze System Back Flow

Apparatus, Breathing Cylinder, Cabinets, Canister, Cylinder,

Preventioni, Batteries, Check Valve, Controller Control Valve,

Cartridge, Cartridge Extinguisher, Clothing, Cooking Equipment,

Deluge Valve, Dry Pipe Valve, Drain, Diesel Driver, Dry Sprinkler,

Defibrillator, Exit Sign, Emergency Light, Emergency Power

Electrical Driver, Excess Pressure Pomp, Extended Coverage,

System, Eye Wash Station, Eye Protection, Extinguisher Cabinet,

Fire Department Connection, Fire Hydrant, Fire Pump Off, Fire

Fire Blanket, Fire Damper, Fire Door, Fire Hose, Fire Hose

Pump Phase Reversal, Fire Pump Power, Fire Pump Running,

Cabinet, Fire Extinguishers, Fire Protection, First Aid, Hearing

Fire Pump Trouble, Fire Pump Gauge, Fire Hose, Gauge, Gear

Protection, [ockout, Personal Protection, Personal Gas Monitor,

Controlled Nozzle, Generators, Hose Connection, Hose Nozzle,

Respirators, Range Hood, Range Suippressmon Shower Station,

Hose Storage, Heating Systerm, Hydraulic Driver, Inspector's

Special System, Spill Control, Standby Power Supply, Storage

Test, Isolation Valve, Jockey Controller, Jockey Pump, [evel Alarm,
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APPENDIX B continued

Monitor Nozzle, Natural Gas Driver, Piping, Pressure Switch,
Pressure Regulating Valve, Post Indicator Valve, Preaction Valve,
Proportioner, Pump, Quick Opening Device, Residential Sprinkler,
Spray Nozzle, Sprinkler Nozzle, Special Sprinkler. Sprinkler Box,
Sprinkler Box Spares, Standard Nozzle, Standard Response,
Steam Driver, Storage Sprinkler, Tamper Switch, Temperature
Alarm, Water Flow Switch, Water Motor Gong. Water Storage
Tank, Wrenches
SuppressionScan Devices Include: Abort Station, Actuator,
Agent Tank, Annunciator, As-Builts, Aspirating Detector,
Batteries, Beacon, Beam Detector, Bell, Carbon Dioxide System,
Chemical System, Chime, Chime/Strobe, Clean Agent System,
CO Detector, CO2 Tank, Communicator, Computer, Control Panel,
Deluge Svsteri, Detector, Discharge Device, Disconnect, Duct
Detector, [Jump Switch, Emergency Light, Emergency Power
0" End of L~ine, Expander Panel, Explosion Protection, Fan
Shutdown, Fan Start, Fault Isolation Module, Fire Barrier, Flame
Detector Foam System Fusible L.ink, Gas Detection Svstem,
Gas Detector, Generator, Halon System, Heat Detector, Horn,
Horn/Strobes, Hose, Interlock, Kitchen System, Leak Detector,
Level Alarm, Lockout, Logbook, Low Fuel, Low Water, Maim
Reserve Switch, Manual Station, Messaging, Module, Moisture
Detector, Moisture/Leak System, Monitoring Device, Operating
Device, Piping, Power Supply, Preaction System, Pressure
Detector, Pressure Switch, Pressurization, Printer, Pull Station,
Relay. Releasing Device, Signage, Signal, Siren, Smoke Detector,
Speaker, Speaker/Strobe, Special Control, Strobe, Supervisory
Device, Tamper Switch, Temperature Alarm, Valve, Video
Detector, Water Mist System, Water Flow Switch
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